in which the matrix (aj(x)) is required to be positive semidefinite. Equations of this type occur in the theory of random processes. A numerical analysis of some equations of this type has been given by Cannon and Hill [9] .
In this paper we consider a particular boundary value problem A problem of this sort wa discussed analytically by W. Fleming [2] , but he did not obtain n explicit solution for T(x, 0). The solution T(x, y) is related to randomly-accelerated particle whose position (t) stisfies the stochastic differential equation (1.5) 2. Derivation of the boundary value problem. Because the boundary value problems arising in the theory of stochastic processes are relatively unfamiliar to numerical analysts, we will now give a brief, heuristic derivation of the boundary value problem for the first-passage time T(x, y) of the random function (t) satisfying the stochastic differential equation (1.5) .
This is a tutorial derivation, for which we claim neither originality nor rigor.
Let p(x, y, t) be the probability-density of the time at which the particle first crosses the boundary =i= 1. Thus, p ->_ 0 and J, p dt 1. In a small time increment At, the particle with position x and velocity y moves to the position x + yAt, while the velocity changes from y to y + g, where g is the random Gaussian variate t+At (2. dr.
By the definition of white noise, g has mean 0 and has variance At. Thus, we may write g %/ r, where r is a standard Gaussian variate with zero mean and unit variance. The particle with initial position and velocity x and y will cross the boundary in time if and only if the particle with initial position and velocity x + At y and y + %/ r will cross the boundary in time At.
Averaging over the random variable r, we obtain the identity for small At" e--r2]2 p(x, , t) ( +/ , + rvt, at). dr.
Expanding the integrand, we find f-I --' O p (OPlr02 py__t_._ p-q--%/r,.,,q--At T(x, y) Jo 
for conditions on the x-axis. Then when T(x, y) is extended to the whole strip by symmetry, it will satisfy (4.1)-(4.3).
We express T(x, y) for y >= 0 s the sum of two functions, It satisfies the boundary conditions (4.9), and to make T satisfy (4.7), we 
The unknown function v(x) is supposed to be even aud bounded, with v(+/-1) 0. The only remaining condition to be satisfied is the last equation of (4.12). Transforming the integral for vy(-x, 0) by the symmetry of v, and using (4.15), we see that this equation becomes
The integral equation (4.24) is a special case of an equation considered by Sakalyuk [4] . The method of solution given in [4] 
To find v(x), multiply (4.30) by (z x) -m and integrate over x from -1 to z. On the left, we have (1 )
Hence, after the substitution
Using the power series expansion 
The eongribugions o (4. 
A=g .
This integral can be expressed in terms of the confluent hypergeometric function of the second kind, U(a, b, z) (see [3, Formula By definition, the truncation error is L,T(x, y) LT(x, y) LhT(x, y) 1.
Unfortunately, the truncation error does not tend to zero as the mesh parameter h -+ 0 because T(x, y) is not sufficiently smooth in the closed rectangle. We remedy this difficulty by finding a family of functions T(x, y, a) with the properties (8.5) T(x, y, a) is smooth for (8.6) T(x, y, a) --+ T(x, y) as (8 .7) LT(x, y, a) + LT(x, y) We pick a > 1 so smll that, for xl <= 1 nd yl <--Y, (s.9) Hving fixed a, we pick h0 so smll that, for ll mesh points, (8.10) LT(x, y a) LT(x, y a)
for ll h h0. This is possible because T(x, y, a) hs derivatives of ll orders in the closed rectangle.
We now define (8. Since u+/ is related to Mu+/ by the identity Since the boundary sums in (9.10) T(x,y,a)
T(x,y) l< /Y', Ixi -< 1, lyl Y.
Since T(x, y, a) is smooth, and since LT(x, y, a) 1, we can choose h0 so small that, for all mesh points in the rectangle, (9.18) LhT(xi, y, a) 11 < if h < h0(e, Y). We can also choose h0 so small that (9.19) [T(x, yi, a) + T(xi+, yi, a)]/2 T(xi+/, yi, a) < elY. In practice, the last two formulas are replaced by 
